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Forward
In this Lab Report we describe a series of simple validation tests performed to test the proposed
Supply Chain Network Design (SCND) model and its implementation. These verification tests are
classified in three groups that progressively test parts of the proposed SCND model, i.e.:
-

Group a: The cases in this group test and validate the optimal selection of suppliers, of own
production facilities among new and existing plants, as well as of production subcontractors
during multiple periods

-

Group b: These cases test and validate the optimal selection of distribution facilities, among
new and existing Distribution Centers (DCs), as well as of warehousing subcontractors during
multiple periods

-

Group c: These cases test and validate the optimal selection of transportation types during
multiple periods.

The above test cases are presented in Table 1. The first column of the Table is related to the three
aforementioned groups. Each group includes from two to five different cases as presented on the
second column of the Table. Each case is related to: (a) a certain structure of a supply chain network
in terms of key links involved, and (b) other important drivers/ entities i.e. multiplicity of
transportation types, transportation paths, product families, and time periods (as indicated in the
third and fourth columns of the Table). The next eight columns deal with the parts of the proposed
SCND model (decisions) tested in each case. The last column refers to whether the expected solution
is obtained by the model in each case. Note that in each case, the problem parameters were set so
that the solutions were easily known in advance. As it is evident from Table 1 all expected solutions
were obtained, validating all parts of the proposed model. The detailed description of the tests and
the corresponding numerical and graphical results are presented in the following Sections.
Table 1 Validated parts of the proposed model though each case
(Notation – MC: min cost, MP: max profit, S: supplier, P: plant, D: distribution center, C: customer T: transportation types, N:
transportation paths, R: product families, I: time period)
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Assumptions
For all cases we have assumed the following:
Products, BoM and suppliers
-

each product family is characterized by an aggregate BoM according to which one unit of raw
material family is required to produce one unit of product family

-

the items of the BoM of each product family may be procured from one or more suppliers at
the specified quantities

-

each supplier is related to a certain capacity (production quantity) per raw material family and
per period

-

the supplier capacity is measured in raw materials units.

Manufacturing plants and production routings
-

the product families can be manufactured either by a new owned plant, an existing owned
plant, or by a subcontractor

-

the plant capacity is measured in products units

-

the existing capacity of an owned plant equals to zero and may be expanded at an investment
cost (expressed in depreciation cost per time period)

-

investment costs are also considered for the establishment of new owned plants

-

equipment idle costs are considered if an owned plant is not utilized up to its capacity

-

one department is available at each owned plant

-

labor mobility and idle labor issues are not considered

-

the production time for each unit of a product family equals to one unit of plant capacity

-

the set up time equals to one unit of plant capacity per 500 product units per time period

-

subcontracted plants may undertake the production of a certain number of each product family.

Distribution channels and warehousing
-

there are multiple transportation paths i.e. direct transportation from plant to customer and
indirect transportation through a DC

-

the product families can be stored either by a new owned DC, an existing owned DC, or by a
subcontractor

-

the DCs capacity is measured in product units

-

the existing capacity of an owned DC is zero and may be expanded at an investment cost
(expressed as depreciation cost per time period)
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-

investment costs are also considered for the establishment of a new owned DC

-

equipment idle costs are considered if an owned DC is not utilized up to its capacity

-

DC labor mobility and idle labor issues are not considered.

Transportation
-

product and raw material families can be transported by a unit load, the capacity of which
equals one unit of product/ raw material

-

each transportation type is related to a lower bound of product/ raw material units

-

the transportation distance among all nodes is the same and thus the transportation cost
between two nodes depends only on the amount of shipped products per transportation type.

Test Cases and Results
The networks of the nine test cases and the related values of the necessary parameters are presented
in Figures 1-9 (one Figure per case). In these Figures the selected nodes and arcs participating in the
final optimal solution as well as the corresponding costs are depicted in green color.
Group a – Five test cases
This group includes five cases that mainly validate the optimal selection of suppliers, of owned
production facilities (among new and existing plants), as well as of production subcontractors.
Case a1: This case examines a single period, single commodity supply chain network, in which products
can be transported by one transportation mode. The main aim of this case is to validate the optimal
selection of: (a) plant location, (b) quantity of final products that are produced by the subcontracted
plant, (c) quantity of products that are transferred between the subcontracted plant and the
customer, and (d) transportation path. The values of the supply chain costs, capacities and customer
demand are presented in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the initial capacity of owned plants for both existing and new plants equals to
zero. Thus, in order to satisfy the customer demand from any owned plant, construction activities are
required, which in turn lead to additional depreciation cost. On the contrary, the subcontracted plant
may serve the demand by accounting only for operational cost (i.e. subcontracting cost). Therefore,
the subcontracted plant emerged as the optimal production choice.
Furthermore, this production choice allows for: (a) no additional inventory activities/ costs, since it
can satisfy the customer demand within the period and the products are transferred directly from the
subcontracted plant to the customer without any intermediate warehousing. (b) Transportation costs
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are minimized, since the direct transfer of the products from the plant node to the customer node,
based on the test’s assumptions, requires half the distance compared to the case of transferring the
products from the plant node to the customer node through an intermediate DC.

Figure 1 Graphical representation of validation case a1

Case a2: The second case is almost the same as the previous one (single period, single commodity
network). The main difference between the two cases is the lower depreciation cost of the existing
plant compared with the new owned plant. The main aim of this case is to test and verify the optimal
selection of: (a) the amount of raw materials that are transferred between the supplier and the plant,
(b) plant location, (c) quantity of products that are produced by the plant, (d) plant capacity (expansion
of plant’s capacity), (e) quantity of products that are transferred between the plant and the customer,
and (f) transportation path. The values of the related costs, capacities and customer demand are
presented in Figure 2.
Even though both the new and the existing plants are assigned zero initial capacities, the latter is
highlighted as the optimal production choice due to its lower depreciation cost, as presented in Figure
2. Moreover, the direct transportation of products from existing plant to customer is identified as the
optimal choice for the same reasons of the previous case.
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Figure 2 Graphical representation of validation case a2

Case a3: The structure of the network and almost all parameter values remain the same as in
aforementioned case a1, apart from lowering the value of the depreciation cost and increasing the
value of the set up cost of the new owned plant. The main aim of this case is to test and verify the
optimal selection of: (a) the amount of raw materials that are transferred between the supplier and
the plant, (b) plant location (c) plant establishment, (d) quantity of products that are produced by the
plant, (e) plant capacity (expansion of plant’s capacity), (f) quantity of products that are transferred
between the plant and the customer, and (g) transportation path.
In this case, the optimal plant selection changed (compared to the first case). The new owned plant
has emerged as the best production choice due to: (a) its lower operating cost (procurement,
production and set up cost) compared to the corresponding operating cost of the subcontractor
(subcontracting cost), and (b) its lower depreciation cost compared to the relative cost of the existing
plant. Moreover, direct transportation from this plant to the customer remains the best choice as
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Graphical representation of validation case a3

Case a4: In this case, we examine the design of a single-commodity supply chain network over a multiperiod horizon. More specifically, we test and verify the optimal selection (per period) of: (a) the
amount of raw materials that are transferred between the supplier and the plant, (b) procurement
period, (c) plant location, (d) quantity of products that are produced by the plant, (e) production
period, (f) plant capacity (expansion of plant’s capacity), (g) quantity of products that are transferred
between the plant and the customer, (h) transportation period, and (i) transportation path.
As shown in Figure 4, in this case we consider two time periods. At each time period the level of
demand drives the level of procurement, production and transportation avoiding unnecessary
inventory and additional transportation activities (plant-DC). Moreover, the existing owned plant is
identified as the optimal production option due to: (a) the lower depreciation cost (1st time period: 1
unit of currency × 101 product units / 2nd time period: 1 unit of currency × 201 product units)
comparing to the corresponding depreciation cost of the new owned plant during the same time
horizon, and (b) due to the lower total production cost comparing with the corresponding production
cost of the subcontracted plant.
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Figure 4 Graphical representation of validation case a4

Case a5: The last case of Group a validates the optimal selection of: (a) the amount of raw materials
that are transferred between the supplier and the plant, (b) plant location, (c) quantity of products
that are produced by the plant, (d) plant capacity (expansion of plant’s capacity), (e) quantity of
products that are transferred between the plant and the customer, and (f) transportation path. In
contrast to all tests, in this case we consider two raw material families. Furthermore, the
subcontracting production cost is the highest among its alternatives.
As depicted in Figure 5 the required amount of two raw material families is acquired and transferred
from the supplier to the appropriate plant. The selection of the existing owned plant is the optimal
one, due to: (a) the lower depreciation cost (1 unit of currency × 31 units of products) comparing to
the corresponding depreciation cost of the new owned plant at the same time horizon, and (b) due to
the lower variable production cost comparing with the corresponding subcontracting cost. In the
optimal network, no DC is activated, avoiding unnecessary inventory and transportation activities
(plant-DC).
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Figure 5 Graphical representation of validation case a5

Group b – Two test cases
This group includes two cases that validate the optimal selection of distribution facilities among new
and existing DCs, as well as warehousing subcontractors during multiple periods.
Case b1: This case examines a multiple-period problem in order to validate the optimal selection of:
(a) the amount of raw materials that are transferred between the supplier and the plant considering
limitations in supplier capacity, (b) procurement period, (c) plant location, (d) quantity of products
that are produced by the plant, (e) production period, (f) plant capacity (expansion of plant’s capacity),
(g) plant idle time, (h) DC, location (i) quantity of products that are stored in the subcontracted DC, (j)
inventory period, (k) quantity of products that are transferred among the plant, the DC and the
customer, (l) transportation period, and (m) transportation path. As shown in Figure 6, we have
assumed that the supplier’s capacity cannot satisfy the demand within the same time period.
In order to address this supplier’s capacity restrictions, inventory built-up is necessary. More
specifically, procurement, transportation of raw materials, production, transportation of final
products, and warehousing activities take place at the first time period, while a second product batch
is transported between the DC and the customer during the second time period. Concerning DC
selection, the subcontractor is highlighted as the most effective choice due to the lower total
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warehousing costs comparing to the corresponding cost of existing and new owned DC (incl.
depreciation and inventory costs).

-

Figure 6 Graphical representation of validation case b1

Case b2: This case is almost the same as the previous one. The main difference is that the capacity of
the subcontracted DC equals zero and, thus, it cannot provide warehousing services. Furthermore,
this case aims to validate the optimal selection of: (a) the amount of raw materials that are transferred
between the supplier and the plant considering limitations in supplier’s capacity, (b) procurement
period, (c) plant location, (d) quantity of products that are produced by the plant, (e) production
period, (f) plant capacity (expansion of plant’s capacity), (g) plant idle time, (h) DC location, (i) quantity
of products that are stored in the DC, (j) inventory period, (k) DC capacity (expansion of DC’s capacity),
(l) DC idle time (m) quantity of products that are transferred among the plant, the DC and the
customer, (n) transportation period, and (o) transportation path.
As mentioned above, except the zero subcontracted DC capacity, all other parameters are the same
as those of the previous case. Since the selection of subcontracted DC is not a possible option, the
new owned DC is used.
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Figure 7 Graphical representation of validation case b2

Group c – Three test cases
These cases test and validate the optimal selection of transportation types during multiple periods.
Case c1: Considering the network of the previous case b2, we examine the optimal transportation
choice between two transportation modes. More specifically, in this case we introduce one more
transportation mode which is related to: (a) lower variable transportation costs and (b) higher lower
transportation bound. Moreover, the capacities of both subcontractor plant and DC equal to zero and,
thus, they cannot provide any services at any time period. The main aim of this case is to validate the
optimal selection of: (a) the amount of raw materials that are transferred between the supplier and
the plant considering limitations in supplier’s capacity, (b) procurement period, (c) plant location, (d)
quantity of products that are produced by the plant, (e) production period, (f) plant capacity
(expansion of plant’s capacity), (g) plant’s idle time, (h) DC location, (i) quantity of products that are
stored in the DC, (j) inventory period, (k) DC capacity (expansion of DC’s capacity), (l) DC idle time, (m)
quantity of products that are transported among the plant, the DC and the customer, (n)
transportation period, (o) transportation path, and (q) transportation mode.
As shown in Figure 8, notwithstanding the fact that the first transportation mode is the less costly one,
both raw materials and final products are transported by the second transportation mode due to the
higher and unattainable value of the lower bound of the first mode (demand reaches the 2 nd mode
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lower bound while is less the 2nd mode lower bound). All the other decisions remain the same as those
in the previous case and for the same reasons.

Figure 8 Graphical representation of validation case c1

Case c2: This last case examines a multi-period, multi-commodity supply chain network, in which the
supplier’s capacity cannot satisfy the demand within the same time period. Thus, inventory needs to
be used. The main aim of this case is to validate the optimal selection of: (a) plant, (b) quantity of
different product families that are produced by the plant, (c) production period, (d) DC, (e) quantity
of products that are stored in the DC, (f) inventory period, (g) quantity of products that are transported
among the plant, the DC and the customer, (h) transportation period, and (i) transportation path.
As shown in Figure 9, the selection of subcontracted plant has emerged as the preferable one,
notwithstanding its capacity restrictions (2nd time period subcontracting capacity=0) that necessitate
additional warehousing (incl. subcontracting DC costs) and transportation activities (plant-DC). This is
reasonable due to the higher production costs of owned plants that include procurement cost,
transportation cost from supplier to owned plant, set up cost, production cost. Concerning
warehousing activities, the subcontracted DC has emerged as the most effective choice due to the
lower total DC cost compared with the corresponding cost of the owned DCs. The latter, in addition
to inventory costs includes depreciation cost.
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Figure 9 Graphical representation of validation case c2
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